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1.  PROPOSAL 

 

1.1  T ITLE 

Terrestr ia l  rad io and d ig i ta l  p lat forms:  how mul t imedia is  changing rad io.  

 

 

1 .2  ABSTRACT 

This paper is based on a depth analysis of digital and on line radio trends, developing a reflection on 

how the integration of new expressive models and multivariate apparatus change the message of the 

radio, and tracing paths and forms for emerging new radio models. One main objective is to 

understand the way on line broadcasting, new on line music services, portable music players, digital 

receivers, mobile phones and podcasts can change radio as we used to know it and how the market 

has shifted the balance of power away from radio as taste maker toward consumers' ability to select, 

hoard and arrange his own music. These digital trends are integrating new expressive models and 

multivariate apparatus in media platforms, changing radio programming and communication, turning 

media business dynamics inside out, with the new media industry assuming that consumers will be 

active participants in the new media landscape. Baring this in mind, the paper presents also new 

propositions for radio and the listener, considering the online influence and importance for 

contemporary r@dio as a ‘e-media’ as well as the ‘e-listener’. 
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1.4 SUMMARY 

Terrestrial radio industry faces today one of its greater challenges, result of some outstanding new 

technologies. Radio is no longer just AM and FM. Music shifts from radio to new devices and promotion 

platforms. On line broadcasting, on line music services, portable music players, digital receivers, mobile 

phones and podcasts are developing new ways to access music and entertainment. All these new 

platforms represent a whole new scenario for media, forcing radio to explore new business models, 

also a different communication, changing the concept we used to know it.  

New broadcasting systems and all these new digital gadgets is influencing traditional radio industry. 

Traditional media continues to be an entertainment source despite the latest options available. 

Nevertheless, audience ratings are reflecting erosion from terrestrial radio to digital media, including 

devices as MP3 players, Internet Radio, satellite radio and online. Radio is no longer just terrestrial 

radio or a blind medium as Crisell noticed, with present tense programming within a geographical area. 

Changes introduced by digital media and platforms are contributing to develop new concepts for radio 

programming and content delivery. In short, we are clearly moving down the path toward digital 

broadcasting and new formats will arise using the best radio's ever had: the appeal to our imagination. 

Although audio keeps on being the most important feature for radio, it is converging different media 

into an online platform. Should we think about radio just as it is, or should we approach a new concept 

of r@dio? 

Radio listening has changed, within a global shift of the relation between audiences and media. Radio 

must adjust to new behavior models and recreate programming to make it more compelling to a new 

generation that don't find radio sufficiently attractive, and also to an old one, that don't find on radio 

whatever used to. Niche content is now being delivered through subscribing services, like on line music 

services or satellite radio that provide somehow compelling content to small audiences who find this, 

the only way to receive their favorite kind of programming. People are no longer happy to consume 

whatever radio serves. Music is now a commodity, available from a rapidly growing number of sources. 

Consumers are experiencing over choice, and a certain control on what they consume. Radio has to 

face with its inherent problems and processes of change as well the innovation in traditional media. 

Multimedia provides new speech and richer profiles for radio communication, but this media 

convergence is also available for press and television, developing new competition scenarios between 

on line media. Media and entertainment companies are turning their business dynamics inside out. The 

so called «anything, anytime, anywhere» paradigm some media companies leaders predicted, is really 

shifting the world of media.  

New media industry is assuming that consumers will be active participants in the new media landscape. 

Nowadays we find that listeners in the same age rank have different practices and relate differently with 
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radio, most specialy when we consider online radio. In this scope, what should we be calling the 

listener who is also the online user? 

FM broadcasting formats should be developed based on marketing segmentation combined with other 

codifications and multidimensional categories related to media and technology literacy, since radio is 

no longer just an analogical media. Technological practices and online user experience portray 

variations in behaviour, establishing different online media profiles between newcomers and 

experienced users, without considering aspects such as age, education or social class. The question is 

not weather if people are abandoning radio but the transformations within the way they consume radio: 

as they listen to it in FM, they also use radio stations websites to search for more information and to 

keep listening where they can’t receive a clear signal. They share radio’s podcasts, follow the 

station in Facebook and interact with radio presenters in many ways as the Web can fulfil this need. Are 

they just listeners or a hybrid concept of audience, regarding this listening component as well as the 

user concept, referring to the e-listener of online radio? 
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